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Government 

  

After a lengthy debate all morning, the House just passed the CARES Act by voice vote.   It now goes to the 

President for his signature. 

  

Capitol Hill 

• The House approved the largest stimulus package in U.S. history Friday as part of the response to the 

economic crisis caused by the coronavirus pandemic, sending the measure to President Donald Trump for 

his signature. 

o Hundreds of House members traveled back to Washington to overcome the demand from one 

Republican to hold a recorded vote. The House passed the $2 trillion package by voice vote 

Friday, after the Senate’s 96-0 vote Wednesday to approve the measure. 

• Representative Thomas Massie, a Republican from Kentucky, angered many of his colleagues -- and 

Trump -- by insisting on a vote procedure that requires the presence of at least half of the House 

members. Lawmakers gathered on the House floor and in the visitor’s gallery to provide a quorum while 

maintaining the social distance recommended to avoid spreading the virus. 

• The U.S. House of Representatives had convened at 9am to start as many as three hours of debate on the 

Senate-passed stimulus bill , according to a schedule released by Majority Leader Steny Hoyer. 

o Leaders hoped to pass the bill by voice vote, sending it to President Trump 

• Rep. Justin Amash (I-Mich.), a critic of the bill, wrote on Twitter Wednesday he wouldn’t object to 

unanimous consent as long as House members go on the record saying how they would vote.  

• It’s possible a member will force a vote, President Donald Trump said at a press conference yesterday, 

without specifying who might object. 

• Representative Thomas Massie, a Kentucky Republican, suggested in a radio interview Thursday that 

he may push for a roll-call vote. He also tweeted the bill was “not a good deal.” 

o Even President Donald Trump criticized Massie on Twitter, calling him a “third rate 

Grandstander” and saying he should be thrown out of the Republican party. 

• If members do have to cast individual votes, emergency rules announced Thursday will allow only 30 

members at a time to go to the House floor, so they can avoid crowding. 

• A fourth bill could also address some of the things House Democrats failed to get into the third bill, 

Pelosi told Bloomberg TV. Democrats still want higher direct payments, she said. They proposed $1,500 

per person, while Republicans proposed $1,200 per adult and $500 per child, which ended up in the final 

https://www.bgov.com/us_legislation/6650366419806453771
https://domewatch.us/detail/floor_update/32879
https://twitter.com/justinamash/status/1242692856801828872
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bill. Pelosi said she wants to undo a measure in the third bill that treats the District of Columbia as a 

territory rather than a state, reducing its benefits. And state governments, including California, will need 

more money in subsequent bills, she said. 

o Pelosi has pushed for a measure to require greater safety standards from the Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration for health care workers, which was not included in the third bill. 

And she said during a press conference yesterday she’d like an increase in the Supplemental 

Nutrition Assistance Program benefit in the next bill. 

• Pelosi also said that she’ll push to rescue financially strapped union pension plans that serve more than 

one million workers or retirees in several industries in the next package. Democrats unsuccessfully tried 

to insert a House-passed effort to lend money to multi-employer pension funds into the coronavirus relief 

package negotiated with the White House and Senate leaders, Pelosi said.  

• Pelosi also said on Bloomberg TV that the next coronavirus bill would “lean toward recovery” and look 

to cover health-care services beyond testing for people who have contracted the illness. “It’s not just the 

tests, it’s the doctor’s visits,” Pelosi said.  

• Within her caucus there’s also a demand for expanding federal enforcement of safety rules for health-

care providers and building on Obamacare to lower what Americans pay for health care. For 

Republicans, a fourth stimulus package could amount to aid to rural health providers. Some hospital 

and health-care provider groups have already signaled they are going to need more than the $100 billion 

included in the bill set to pass the House today.  

• Vice President Mike Pence said the administration was open to a fourth bill to support states. 

o “Already we’re hearing from some governors about the need for additional resources, and we will 

evaluate those very carefully,” Pence said at the White House’s press conference yesterday. “I 

think the secretary of the Treasury’s already indicated and congressional leadership has already 

indicated a willingness to remain open to that.” 

• A Senate bill (S. 3569), introduced this week by Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D-Minn.) and 16 bipartisan 

cosponsors, aims to support small broadband internet providers ensure their rural customers are connected 

during the coronavirus pandemic. The bill would appropriate $2 billion for a “Keeping Critical 

Connections” fund at the Federal Communications Commission under which small providers (with fewer 

than 250,000 customers) could be compensated for broadband services if they provided free or discounted 

services to low-income families during the pandemic. The bill is supported by NTCA-the Rural 

Broadband Association, and other broadband trade groups.  

• Sens. Klobuchar and Jerry Moran (R-Kan.) as well as 32 other senators sent a letter yesterday to 

Federal Trade Commission Chairman Joseph Simons raising concerns about scams related to Covid-19 

that are directed towards seniors, including scam calls telling them that Covid-19 vaccinations are ready 

when they don’t exist yet. They ask what the FTC is doing to better protect seniors against coronavirus-

https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB5248866
https://www.bgov.com/us_legislation/6807673751020503045
https://www.klobuchar.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/9/d/9d39eefd-fd0f-403b-bb52-18dc991e5be0/0C48AFF73825130F9AD7AE0B97CAC7F4.03.26.20-letter-to-ftc--seniors-and-covid-19-scams.pdf
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related fraud, what other agencies the FTC is working with to combat fraud and what additional resources 

the FTC may need to better protect seniors 

• House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.) and Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) are among 

lawmakers who signed a letter yesterday to the Trump administration seeking deferral of at least 90 days 

on all tariffs amid the coronavirus outbreak. 

• Sen. Chuck Grassley says in tweet that beef packers are taking advantage of the coronavirus crisis and 

calls on the USDA, DOJ and CFTC to investigate if they are illegally manipulating market. 

o “Beef is flying off grocery shelves but farmers are seeing prices go down,” Grassley says in tweet 

• Renewable energy groups are expected to push for green energy tax credits in the next package. 

Particularly, some Democrats and environmental groups concerned about climate change have pressed for 

tax credits for wind and solar industries.  

• House Natural Resources Chairman Raúl Grijalva (D-Ariz.) and Rep. Donald McEachin (D-Va.) led a 

letter with 41 Democrats on Thursday that calls for environmental justice to be included in virus response 

efforts.  

  

Administration 

• The U.S. has purchased more ventilators from several companies., which will be announced later today, 

President Trump says in tweet.  

o President Trump suggests invoking the Defense Production Act with General Motors to spur 

the production of ventilators.  

o Trump also tweets “General Motors MUST immediately open their stupidly abandoned 

Lordstown plant in Ohio, or some other plant, and START MAKING VENTILATORS, 

NOW!!!!!! FORD, GET GOING ON VENTILATORS, FAST!” 

• Most people who get coronavirus will recover, Vice President Mike Pence says in CNBC interview. A 

lot of modeling for the virus has been wrong, Pence says Vaccine could be ready in as early as 18 months 

• Trump said cruise companies should consider changing their official homes to the U.S. if they intend to 

get federal loans. Trump has been saying for several days that cruise lines would likely be beneficiaries of 

the Senate-passed stimulus deal. But the version passed by the Senate excludes companies that aren’t 

domiciled in the U.S. or whose staffers are mostly outside the country. Trump said there were senators 

who opposed including cruise lines for such reasons 

• Trump and China’s Xi Jinping pledged in a phone call to cooperate in the fight against the coronavirus 

pandemic, signaling a fresh detente between the two countries after weeks of rising tensions.  

• The Trump administration announced $174 million in additional aid to help countries most at risk from 

the coronavirus pandemic but made clear the assistance won’t include protective equipment that U.S. 

hospitals have struggled to obtain. The new money is $110 million for international disaster assistance 

https://www.feinstein.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/e/4/e49f1d7b-e654-4d96-987f-8fc2384cf643/BBD2E09313560C1D29F1B7777C514B76.2020.03.26-cv-tarrifs-letter.pdf
https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/Q7UZGWMB2SJN
http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=56ccdf91b8531efd4cc02664129ace3fa2f72a3ae115ceda33804355d91faee3eb9d1a80febe267ceb13a955c74059f7
http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=56ccdf91b8531efd2f4c447f5517a83a7b55f277d2308f942b1c94fbe1b6efc16d3a1ae6e83cb963711bd6a7dfc23a21
https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/Q7UZ4LMB2SJQ
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1243559373395410957
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and $64 million going to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Secretary of State 

Michael Pompeo said in a statement yesterday. 

• Forty-five states have won initial Education Department approval to do away with standardized tests in 

the 2019-2020 academic year, a spokeswoman for the department said yesterday 

• The Trump administration will temporarily relax civil enforcement of various environmental 

regulations, a move it says is necessary given worker shortages and travel restrictions related to the 

coronavirus pandemic. In a memo issued Thursday, the Environmental Protection Agency said it 

wouldn’t go after companies that fail to satisfy many “routine monitoring and reporting obligations” 

because of the coronavirus, as long as they documented why they couldn’t fulfill the mandates, worked to 

resolve the issues, and sought to minimize the effect 

• Trump said that the Republican National Convention would go forward as planned this August even as 

the coronavirus has caused the cancellation of large-scale events all across the U.S. Democrats are 

scheduled to hold their convention in Milwaukee from July 13-16.  

• The FCC announced yesterday that it extended the Rural Health Care Program application window 

until June 30; eased competitive bidding requirements for health care providers with expiring contracts; 

and extended deadlines for responses to inquiries from the Universal Service Administrative Company, 

filing invoices, and filing appeals, among other deadlines.  

• Certain coronavirus "hot spots" in the United States are expected to see the pandemic hit even harder next 

week, US Surgeon General Dr. Jerome Adams said on CBS. 

o "We also see hot spots like Detroit, like Chicago, like New Orleans that will have a worse week 

next week than what they had this week," Adams said this morning.  

o "The virus and the local community are going to determine the timeline. It's not going to be us 

from Washington, DC. People need to follow their data, they need to make the right decisions 

based on what their data is telling them," Adams added. 

• The coronavirus pandemic has put on indefinite hold a major portion of the U.S. Supreme Court’s 

docket, including a multibillion-dollar clash between software giants Google and Oracle Corp. and cases 

that could affect President Donald Trump’s re-election chances. 

• Worst-case projections for the spread of coronavirus aren’t supported by evidence emerging from 

outbreaks in China, South Korea, and Italy, said Deborah Birx. 

o “The predictions of the models don’t match the reality on the ground in either China, South Korea 

or Italy,” Birx said at a White House news conference on Thursday. She has previously criticized 

a study by researchers at Imperial College in London that predicted as many as 2 million U.S. 

deaths from the disease. 

• Late Thursday, the State Department posted a request on its website and on Twitter to “encourage 

medical professionals seeking work in the U.S. on a work or exchange visitor visa (H or J), particularly 

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/medicine/sph/ide/gida-fellowships/Imperial-College-COVID19-Global-Impact-26-03-2020.pdf
https://twitter.com/TravelGov/status/1243335697202851843
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those working on #COVID19 issues, to contact the nearest U.S. Embassy/Consulate for a visa 

appointment.” 

o The announcement also indicated that those who were already in the United States on those visas 

should talk with their sponsors about extending them. 

• The FCC will waive access arbitrage rules to Inteliquent, the carrier for two of the largest teleconference 

calling providers Zoom and Cisco, according to an emailed statement. 

o Given the sharp increase in conference calling traffic due to coronavirus “we’ve granted a waiver 

to Inteliquent so it can continue to provide service to these platforms,” says FCC Chairman Ajit 

Pai. 

• Three unaccompanied migrant children in U.S. custody tested positive for the novel coronavirus, the 

Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) said Thursday, marking the first confirmed infections among 

children detained by the U.S. immigration services. 

• US Surgeon General Dr. Jerome Adams said Friday on "CBS This Morning" that the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency has sent a team to New York City to help allocate resources. 

o "You heard Governor Cuomo say, look, we have actually resources, they're just mismatched," 

Adams told CBS' Gayle King. "So we sent a team, a FEMA team to help New York City to make 

sure the resources are getting to where they need."  

• Under President Trump’s Executive Order to prevent hoarding of health and medical resources necessary 

to respond to the spread of COVID-19, Secretary of Health and Human Services Alex Azar announced 

a list of certain health and medical resources that are subject to hoarding prevention measures. (HERE) 

• CMS released a set of Frequently Asked questions regarding the implementation of provisions under the 

Families First Coronavirus Response Act that provide states with enhanced federal Medicaid funding 

during the COVID-19 pandemic, including the release of implementation guidance. (HERE) 

• The FDA issued an emergency use authorization for ventilators, anesthesia gas machines modified for use 

as ventilators, and positive pressure breathing devices modified for use as ventilators (collectively 

referred to as "ventilators"), ventilator tubing connectors, and ventilator accessories.  

• Secretary Perdue announced additional flexibilities to make it easier for children, seniors, and 

individuals with disabilities to get food during the COVID-19 national emergency and remove 

administrative roadblocks for the dedicated local staff who serve them. (HERE) 

• Vice President of the United States Mike Pence and Secretary Betsy DeVos held a conference call 

with leaders of several national K-12 education organizations to answer their questions and to provide an 

update on what the Department of Education has done so far to support students, parents, and educators 

during the Coronavirus outbreak. (HERE) 

https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/03/25/hhs-implements-president-trumps-hoarding-prevention-executive-order.html
https://www.medicaid.gov/state-resource-center/downloads/covid-19-section-6008-faqs.pdf
https://www.fda.gov/media/136423/download
https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/03/26/usda-makes-it-easier-feed-kids-and-those-who-need-food-during-covid
https://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/test-1
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• The U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division announced more guidance to provide 

information to workers and employers about how each will be able to take advantage of the protections 

and relief offered by the Families First Coronavirus Response Act(HERE) 

• The EPA took steps to provide additional flexibilities to manufacturers of disinfectants and other 

pesticides. EPA intends for these flexibilities to increase the availability of products for Americans to use 

against the novel coronavirus. HERE) 

• To bolster American businesses and workers and their families in response to the COVID-19 global 

pandemic, the Export-Import Bank of the United States (EXIM) board of directors today underscored 

its strong support for new initiatives to inject liquidity into the market and give maximum financing 

flexibility to facilitate sales of U.S. goods and services abroad. (HERE) 

• Nearly 60 Navy Reserve medical professionals reported to the Military Sealift Command hospital ship 

USNS Mercy this week to support the ship's upcoming medical relief mission. (HERE) 

• DOD has established a joint task force to deal with daily requests the department is receiving for medical 

and personal protective equipment from the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the departments of 

Health and Human Services and Homeland Security, and others. (HERE) 

  

State/Local 

• Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker announced today that all travelers arriving to the state are to self-

quarantine for 14 days. 

o The governor said all travelers will receive flyers with info at Boston's Logan Airport as well as 

other transportation hubs. 

• Washington, DC, Mayor Muriel Bowser just announced that one of her staffers has died from 

coronavirus. 

• New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo just announced that all schools across the state will remain closed until 

April 15. 

o Schools had originally been scheduled to reopen next week, but now, they'll stay closed for 

another two weeks. Officials will reassess the situation at that time. 

• New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo said the state is looking at "about 21 days for a possible apex" for the 

peak number of coronavirus cases.  

o He continued: "So we want to do everything we can to be ready for that increased capacity that 

could hit us in 21 days and ramp up the hospital capacity."  

o He said that, at that time, New York will need 140,000 hospital beds. There are currently 53,000 

beds. 

• New Jersey will ask medical experts on a bioethics panel to set guidelines for which Covid-19 patients 

will get ventilators, wrenching decisions that could determine who lives and who dies.  

https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/whd/whd20200326
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-continues-efforts-help-increase-availability-disinfectant-products-use-against
https://www.exim.gov/news/exim-board-takes-united-action-response-covid-19-support-exporters-and-jobs-unprecedented
https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/Article/2125484/navy-reserves-medical-professionals-report-to-usns-mercy/source/GovDelivery/
https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/Article/2124528/dod-establishes-task-force-to-meet-us-medical-equipment-needs/source/GovDelivery/
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• New York Mayor Bill de Blasio said cases of the new coronavirus are going to become “astronomical,” 

putting unprecedented strain on the hospital system. Trump said in an interview on Fox News that he 

didn’t think New York state needed the 30,000 ventilators that Governor Andrew Cuomo has asked for to 

treat Covid-19 patents with respiratory conditions. 

o “When the president says the state of New York doesn’t need 30,000 ventilators, with all due 

respect to him, he’s not looking at the facts of this astronomical growth of this crisis,” de Blasio 

said. “If they don’t have a ventilator, a lot of people are just not going to make it.” 

• New York lawmakers are not likely to tackle gig-worker rights during the current legislative session, as 

the state continues to battle an ever-growing outbreak of the new coronavirus, Gov. Andrew Cuomo (D) 

said. Cuomo’s January budget proposal included the creation of a task force to study the issue.  

• Los Angeles is closing all outdoor sports amenities to help people practice safe social distancing, Mayor 

Eric Garcetti announced today. 

o These include skate parks, tennis courts, baseball fields, basketball courts, golf courses, 

swimming pools, and popular hiking trails like Runyon Canyon and Bronson Canyon. 

o Most parks will still remain open for walking and running, but people must maintain a distance of 

at least six feet, Garcetti said. 

• A Detroit area health system has developed a contingency plan to deny ventilators and intensive care 

treatment to coronavirus patients with a poor chance of surviving, including those with some preexisting 

medical conditions. 

o Details of the plan were listed on a draft letter from Henry Ford Health Systems to families. The 

letter circulated on social media late on Thursday, although the company later clarified that it has 

not yet needed to implement the policy. 

• At least 512 New York Police Department employees have tested positive for coronavirus as of Friday 

morning, a senior NYPD official tells CNN, up 161 from an official update by the NYPD Thursday 

evening. 

• D.C. officials announced Friday that the city will curtail most in-person voting for the June primary 

election to reduce coronavirus transmission risk and is encouraging people to instead request mail-in 

ballots. 

o For the June 2 primary, the city will slash the number of precincts for in-person voting to 20, with 

at least two voting centers in all eight wards. The city is also expanding early voting to run May 

22 through June 2. 

o Voters can request mail-in ballots online, over the phone or by visiting the election board office. 

Officials may attempt to stagger in-person voting throughout the day based on last name but said 

these measures are voluntary. 

  

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bgov.com%2Fcore%2Fnews_articles%2FQ3TAIYT0G1KW&data=02%7C01%7Crkern%40bgov.com%7Cc974f3edb6c641e8320608d7d1bdf302%7C97be21fdc6014b169920f5accc69da65%7C0%7C0%7C637208486080434913&sdata=l%2FaY5QmgoyIY%2BoCem4nxwAr1bfyYXiDoydJZMek4NFA%3D&reserved=0
https://twitter.com/AJFosnacht/status/1243359426947342336?s=20
https://twitter.com/AJFosnacht/status/1243359426947342336?s=20
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International 

• Australian authorities will quarantine anyone arriving in the nation’s airports to slow the spread of the 

coronavirus, amid concern some residents returning home were failing to self-isolate. 

o The defense force will be deployed to enforce the measures, Prime Minister Scott Morrison told 

reporters after a meeting of the National Cabinet 

• A delayed response by the U.K. government to the coronavirus pandemic has left the health system 

“wholly unprepared” for an expected surge of critically ill patients, according to the editor of the medical 

journal The Lancet. 

o In a letter posted on the journal’s website, Richard Horton described chaos and panic across the 

National Health Service, basing his comments on messages he received from workers. The 

government last month should have expanded testing capacity, ensured the distribution of 

protective equipment and stepped up training, he said. 

• British Prime Minister Boris Johnson will self-isolate in Downing Street for seven days after a test 

found he had the coronavirus, spokesman James Slack told reporters on Friday. Health Secretary Matt 

Hancock has also contracted the illness, in a double blow to the U.K. government’s response to the crisis. 

o Both men have reported mild symptoms. Meals will be left at Johnson’s door while he continues 

to work by video-conference, Slack said. Hancock is self-isolating and working from home. 

• Negotiators from the UK and the European Union will hold a joint committee meeting on Brexit via 

video conference on Monday, Boris Johnson's spokesman told reporters Friday. 

• China is closing its border to foreigners amid fears of imported novel coronavirus cases causing a second 

outbreak in the country where the infection was first detected. 

o In a statement late Thursday, the country's Ministry of Foreign Affairs said that "in view of the 

rapid spread of Covid-19 across the world, China has decided to temporarily suspend the entry 

into China by foreign nationals holding visas or residence permits" as of March 28. 

o Anyone wishing to enter the country will have to apply for a visa at their local Chinese embassy 

or consulate. The announcement did not say how long this would take. 

• The curve of new coronavirus cases in Italy appears to have started flattening slightly since March 20, 

Silvio Brusaferro, head of the country’s National Health Institute, said at a press conference on Friday. 

The mortality rate in the country is proportional to patients’ age, Brusaferro said. 

• Africa is inching toward a shutdown of its sea, land and air borders. A majority of its 54 nations have 

banned flights from countries with at least 100 coronavirus cases or temporarily closed their domestic and 

international airports. Most sea ports still allow cargo vessels, but passengers and crews from cruise ships 

are barred 

• South Africa began a three-week lockdown aimed at curbing the spread of the coronavirus on Friday as 

the disease claimed its first two victims in the country and the number of infections passed 1,000. 

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/Q7USWIDWRGGA
https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/Q7UGOCT0G1L6
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• Hungary’s government will partially restrict movement for a two-week period ending April 11 to slow 

the spread of the coronavirus pandemic, Prime Minister Viktor Orban said. People can still leave their 

homes for work and for essential needs such grocery shopping and to get fresh air, but only when 

respecting social distancing recommendations. 

• The partial lockdown and restrictive emergency measures in place in Germany will continue for a while, 

said German Chancellor Angela Merkel today. 

o “Right now is not the time to be talking about the loosening of these measures,” she said.  

• Argentina is closing its borders to all non-essential transportation, said the government in a statement. 

o Restrictions had already been in place for air transportation, meaning the measures are now being 

expanded to include a ban on land and sea transportation. 

o Argentinian citizens will still be allowed into the country. The border closures go into effect 

Friday at midnight. 

• Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam backtracked Friday on a proposal to ban the sale of alcohol in bars and 

restaurants and instead implemented a host of other social-distancing measures as her territory saw its 

biggest daily spike of coronavirus cases on record. 

o Gatherings of more than four people at public places will be banned, Lam said in a news 

conference, for a period of two weeks beginning Saturday. Exemptions will be made for 

government meetings, workplace-related meetings, weddings and funerals. 

o Hong Kong will also order a number of businesses to shutter for the same period, including 

fitness centers, cinemas, bathhouses, gaming centers and arcades. 

• The French government has extended measures to confine citizens to their homes during the ongoing 

coronavirus pandemic, Prime Minister Edouard Philippe said Friday. 

o Speaking during a news conference in Paris, Philippe confirmed that government-enforced 

restrictions on movement will continue to be in place until April 15.  

o "After 10 days of confinement, it is clear that we are only at the beginning of the epidemic 

wave,” the French prime minister told reporters.  

  

Private Sector 

• Companies such as Dow Chemical Co. are ramping up production of isopropyl alcohol and seeking 

regulatory waivers to expedite the process, Dow spokesman Kyle Bandlow said. But other disinfectant 

ingredients from China stopped arriving weeks ago, one trade association official said 

• Toyota Motor Corp.’s idled manufacturing facilities in the U.S. will make much-needed face shields and 

masks, and the Japanese automaker is closing in on deals with medical-device makers to help them boost 

production. 
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• Rolls-Royce Holdings Plc will wind down jetliner-engine production in the U.K. as it spends a week 

implementing cleanup and safety measures to cope with the coronavirus outbreak. The company, which 

makes turbines for wide-body planes, will “significantly reduce” all but essential activities within its U.K. 

civil aerospace facilities from midnight, it said in a statement Friday. 

• The biggest K-pop band in the world, BTS, is canceling its North America tour over coronavirus 

concerns. The band was scheduled to perform in cities across the U.S. as well as Canada for its “BTS 

Map of the Soul Tour” from April 25 to June 6, with the first performance scheduled at Santa Clara’s 

Levi’s Stadium.  

• Tesla Inc.’s Nevada gigafactory is reducing on-site staff by 75% in the coming days. 

• Ferrari says that subject to supply chain continuity it now plans to resume production in Maranello and 

Modena on April 14. 

• Art Basel, widely considered to be the world's biggest art fair, has also been postponed. 

• Medical schools across the US are considering early graduation for their senior medical students to 

become doctors, as demand for health care providers rises due to the coronavirus pandemic. 

• On Tuesday, NYU became the first medical school in the country to offer this option 

• Fashion designer Ralph Lauren is committing $10 million toward coronavirus relief efforts through the 

Ralph Lauren Corporate Foundation, according to a letter from the Ralph Lauren Team. 

o The funds will go to employees facing special circumstances like medical needs, to the World 

Health Organization's global response fund, and to other institutions like the cancer care Pink 

Pony Fund and the Council of Fashion Designers of America. 

o The company is also looking to help produce equipment like medical-grade masks and isolation 

gowns, it said in the letter. 

 

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/Q7UGLTDWRGG2

